Braddock Road Multimodal Improvements Study

The Virginia Department of Transportation anticipates issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP) to provide professional engineering services for Braddock Road Multimodal Improvements Study, in Northern Virginia District. This will be a project specific phased contract.

Below is a list of anticipated classifications for the phase 1 services of the contract. This is an advance copy and is subject to change. A final list of proposed classifications will be provided in the advertised RFP.

**Anticipated classifications:**

- Project Manager
- Sr. Engineer- Roadway
- Sr. Engineer - Hydraulics
- Sr. Engineer - Traffic
- Sr. Engineer – In Plan Utilities
- Engineer - Roadway
- Engineer – Hydraulics
- Engineer – In Plan Utilities
- Engineer – Traffic
- Junior Engineer – Roadway
- Junior Engineer – Hydraulics
- Junior Engineer – Traffic
- Traffic Analyst
- Sr. S&B Engineer
- S&B Engineer
- Jr. S&B Engineer
- Sr. Geotechnical Engineer
- Geotechnical Engineer
- Jr. Geotechnical Engineer
- Sr. Public Relations Specialist
- Public Relations Specialist
- Jr. Public Relations Specialist
- Sr. Modeler
- Modeler
- CADD/GIS Technician
- Administrative Assistant